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Exploration of our own online lives and how we can encourage students to
consider the impact of their online behaviour (digital footprint)
How we can help students develop digital literacy and critical thinking skills
and expand their understanding of how we all (including our service users)
live on and offline
The impact of online communities on traditional services

• Digital Citizenship: ‘The norms of appropriate, responsible behavior with regard to
technology use’ (Ribble, 2017).
• Digital Footprint: ‘the body of data that exists as a result of actions and communications
online that can in some way be traced back to an individual’ (Rouse, 2014).
• Digital Literacy: A ‘basic layer of the technical, social and creative skills necessary to
access, navigate and produce content as well as use social media platforms’ (LSE, 2017).
• Digital Resilience: ‘the social, emotional literacy and digital competency required to
positively respond to, and deal with, any risks they might be exposed to online’ (Young
Minds and Ecorys, 2016:5).
• Critical Thinking skills (in the context of digital literacy):
1. Analyse and evaluate information and arguments (e.g. fake or real news?)
2. See patterns and connections (e.g. a sponsored site or an ad or ‘fact’?)
3. Identify and build meaningful information
4. Apply this to a real-world context (webwise.ie, 2018)
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Current Trends
1. Women spend more time online than men
2. 18-24 year olds spend more time online each day than other age group
3. Adults check their phones on average every 12 minutes
4. 65% of under 35s look at their phone within five minutes of waking up (40% of adults)
5. 60% of under 35s check their phone 5 minutes before lights out (37% of adults)
6. 78% of adults have a smartphone and are the most popular internet-connected devices
7. 9% of adults deliberately provide false information, when required, to avoid spam
8. 6% of adult internet users say that in the past year they have had online contact from a person who was pretending
to be someone else
9. 23% of social media site users say they wouldn’t tend to check whether the information in news articles/stories (they
read on social media) is true.
10. By 2030 “sharenting” will account for two-thirds of identity fraud facing young people over 18

Can I be your friend?

Click to watch video
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A Balanced Narrative?
“The internet isn’t good or bad – it‘s technology and technology is neutral. It’s defined by the people who use
it” (Gamble, 2013)
“Whilst the probability of harm is low, some exposure may increase digital resilience and thus reduce risks
overall (Duerager and Livingstone, 2012:3)
‘Media Panic’ amplifies public anxieties (Livingstone, 2017)
‘Paternalism and protectionism’ have hindered young peoples’ ability to develop their own online resilience
(boyd, 2014)
A risk-narrative predominance in digital safety education (Third et al., 2014:8)
Whilst acknowledging the very real risks to children online, such occurrences are rare and parental fears are
often unfounded (boyd, 2014)
Children are at risk in both the online and offline environments but online risks are potentially overstated
(Shmueli and Blecher-Prigat 2011:790).

Resilience and Vulnerability
A growing body of evidence suggests that online and offline
resilience and vulnerability are linked.
Pryzbylski, A. et al, in Rosen, 2016:4

So…..
What support can your student offer service users to develop their
resilience and digital resilience as well as reducing their online and
offline vulnerability?
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Click to watch Where's Klaus?

Rethinking how people access ‘advice’ and
implications for practice
• Parents seek out their online communities for advice or as a second-opinion to that of
professional advice.
• In one study, parents ‘did not want to ‘bother’ healthcare professionals with queries
that might be considered trivial…the ability to go online or consult an app could
provide the women with reassurance quickly and often anonymously’ (Lupton,
2016:4).
• Peer-influence has a greater impact than health professional advice (Duncanson et al.,
2013; Grant et al., 2015; Lupton, 2016). This may redress power imbalances between
professional and peer knowledge, however…..
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Online Communities- Advice seeking and Giving
Several studies report potentially dangerous advice-giving or vociferous posturing
of discredited approaches (Tangherlini et al., 2016; Appleton, Fowler and Brown,
2014; Duncanson, Burrows and Collins, 2014; Thoren et al., 2013) rendering ‘health
professional information and advice to be decontextualised or incomplete’
(Appleton, Fowler and Brown (2014:154) as illustrated by one parent:
‘I would suggest you ignore the “advice” from the nurse to be honest. I am sure you
would be doing exactly what feels right to you as a mother and you should have
confidence in your own decision making…. Trust your own judgement’.
(A.15.03 cited in Appleton, Fowler and Brown, 2014:154).

Social media and social work- challenges and opportunities
Growth in abuse via social media e.g. service users spreading false
and malicious information via Facebook and You Tube
BASW Northern Ireland- insult and injury report (2018:7)

Click here for Report
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BASW Social Media Policy (Click to access)
BASW encourages the positive uses of social media, to which social workers should apply the
values and principles of the Code of Ethics particularly developing professional relationships
(3.1),
upholding the values and reputation of the profession (2.3.1),
maintaining professional boundaries (2.3.3),
sharing information appropriately (3.5),
maintaining confidentiality (3.10),
managing and assessing risk (3.2)

and challenging discrimination (2.2.1).
BASW recognises the opportunities and challenges social media presents for social workers in
their practice and the possible risks both for social workers and service users, particularly young
people or other vulnerable people.

Just a ‘personal’ view?
Click to read article
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What will I find if I Google YOU?
• Said your Granny
• Said your partner (future, past or current)
• Said a service user who wants to track you
down
• Said a service user who wants to ‘friend’
you
• Said your employer
• Said someone wanting to alter/sell/share
your images
• Said your kids
• Said your student

FRIENDS ONLY?
‘Friends of friends’ is an effective
way to infiltrate a child’s life.
The average 38-year-old female
Facebook user with 338 friends
multiplies the potential audience
to over 114,000
(Gamble, 2016)

“Social Recruiting”
• 57% of employers less likely to interview a candidate they can’t
find online
• 54% decided not to employ based on social media profiles
• 70% of employers use social media to ‘screen’ candidates
• 69% use search engines (Google, Bing, Yahoo) to research the
candidate
• Digital Dirt Sticks Click here
• Survey conducted in Feb/March 2017
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Digital dirt sticks
Click here to watch video

What can we do Personally & Professionally
and with our students
Review your digital footprint (and what you are creating for
your child if you are a parent)
Privacy settings on your SNS- check
Consider your profile pictures and name
Who can find you, follow you, friend you, message you?
What do your photos/posts/likes and online footprint say about
you and your value base?
Consider a digital ‘spring clean’
Consider your own digital ‘literacy’ and how to develop it
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What we can do- Organisationally
? What is our organisations’ online presence?
? What, if anything, do we do to counter ineffective ‘advice’ giving
online?
? Do we speak with our service users about how they access support
from their online networks?
? How do we help service users appraise the veracity of information
they source?
? What signposting do we offer?
? Have we undertaken a SWOT analysis of how we work and practice
teach in a digital age?

Signposting
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Safer Search Engines

You Tube Kids on Tablet or Phone – filters content

O2 and NSPCC Online Safety helpline
O2 and NSPCC have set up a free helpline to help you keep children
safe online. Call 0808 800 5002 for advice on:
• Setting up parental controls on your computer or other devices
• Help adjusting privacy settings
• Understanding social networks
• Concerns about online gaming
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NSPCC Website
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/

NSPCC Net Aware Click here

Loads of info & reviews of apps, games, sites. Subscribe to keep up to date
https://www.net-aware.org.uk/ or download the free app onto your device
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London school
of economics
Research &
evidence
(subscribe)
Click here

Downloadable guides- Disability
Click here
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Childnet International www.childnet.com
Resource sheet with links to further websites and information:
Click here

Digizen.org
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www.Kidsmart.org.uk

UK Safer Internet Centre
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/
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http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/
Advice for foster
carers, social workers,
teachers, young
people, parents etc.

Internetmatters.org
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CEOP Think U Know Click here
& Parent Info Click here

For Gamers
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Respectful
Sharenting Booklet

Click here
Top Tips for parents,
carers etc. who share
about children on social
media.
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